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Data Dating
31 Oct 2018 — 9 Mar 2019 at the Galerie Charlot in Tel Aviv, Israel
1 JANUARY 2019

Adam Basanta A Truly Magical Moment, 2016 Interactive kinetic sculpture 2 iPhones 4S, selfie sticks, aluminum, electronics, bluetooth chips,
FaceTime video chat software 1m x 1m x 1m

What does it mean to love in the Internet age? How are digital interfaces reshaping our personal relationships? What do new
technologies imply for the future of the romantic sphere? How do screens a ect our sexual intimacy? Are the new means of
connection shifting the old paradigms of adult life?
The advent of the Internet and smartphones has brought about a split in the romantic lives of millions of people, who now
inhabit both the real world and their very own “phone world”. In terms of romance and sexual intimacy these phenomena have
generated new complexities that we are still trying to gure out. By bringing together the work of several international artists, the
exhibition Data Dating attempts to explore new directions in modern romance: new forms of intimate communication, the
process of commodi cation of love through online dating services and hookup applications, unprecedented meeting and mating
behaviors, the renegotiation of sexual identities, and changing erotic mores and taboos.
Over the past century, the history of dating practices has shown that the acquisition of new freedoms is often accompanied by
suspicions and stereotypes: what appears disturbing to one generation often ends up being acceptable for the next. From the
early computers algorithms of the 1960s, to the video cameras of the 1970s, the bulletin board systems of the 1980s, the Internet
of the 1990s, and the smartphones of the last decade, every new format of electronically mediated matching has faced a stigma
of some kind. Today, the lack of broadly de ned norms is creating a disconnected, two-tiered world in which some exist in a preinternet reality, while others – who have grown up as individuals and sexual beings online – see the Internet not as an arcane
elsewhere where people go to escape reality, but as reality proper.
What has changed is the “sexual script”: the roles that people feel are available for them to perform, thanks to the fact that the
Internet, perhaps more than any other medium, enables self and identity to be played with.
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Several authors – like Aaron Ben-Ze’ev and Lauren Rosewarne – have stressed that the online a airs world is disrupting the
monogamous nature of romantic relationships and facilitating di erent sexual and romantic behavior, eventually con rming the
“prophecy” of Herbert Marcuse’s 1955 book, Eros and Civilization. According to a recent study, 1 couple on 5 has met through a
dating website: the massive scale of this phenomenon is evidence enough of its potential for pro t and an extensive collection of
user data. Dating websites and hookup applications will be the most rentable business in the future of the Internet. Today they
are ranking third among paid content sites online, outpacing even pornography.
This aspect raises questions about the planned obsolescence that is supposedly inherent in this business model: the idea that
online dating companies, having a latent interest in matches failing, acknowledge the search for partners as a recreational
activity and product to be endless consumed.
As Eva Illouz has stated in Consuming the Romantic Utopia, “romantic love is a collective arena within which the social
divisions and the cultural contradictions of capitalism are played out”. Data Dating aims to promote debate on the ways in which
society is responding to one of the greatest challenges of today: mapping the new connections between emotion, desire, culture,
technology, and economy by considering Internet as a social practice, a shift of society at large.
Valentina Peri, curator
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Galerie Charlot
The gallery is a reference for a clientele which ranges from young to leading art collectors appreciating its
challenging vision for today’s and tomorrow’s talents.

Gallery profile
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1. Inés Moldavsky The Man Behind the Wall, 2018 Video (colour, sound), media player, screen or projector Dimensions variable 28’ Edition
of 10 + 2 ap
2. Adam Basanta A Truly Magical Moment, 2016 Interactive kinetic sculpture 2 iPhones 4S, selfie sticks, aluminum, electronics, bluetooth
chips, FaceTime video chat software 1m x 1m x 1m
3. Inés Moldavsky The Man Behind the Wall, 2018 Video (colour, sound), media player, screen or projector Dimensions variable 28’ Edition
of 10 + 2 ap

MORE FROM GALERIE CHARLOT

Archeonauts
3 Nov 2017 — 24 Feb 2018

MORE IN TEL AVIV, ISRAEL

ART

ART

Where There Is No Silence There Is No Sound

Dead End

31 Oct — 28 Dec 2019 at Noga Gallery

Permanent event at Tel Aviv Museum of Art
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ART

ART

Tangram

Zohar Gotesman

Permanent event at Tel Aviv Museum of Art

Permanent event at Tel Aviv Museum of Art

MORE IN ISRAEL

ART

The Wanderer

Gilad Efrat

6 Feb — 31 Dec 2019 at Israel Museum in Jerusalem

16 Jul 2019 — 4 Jan 2020 at Israel Museum in Jerusalem
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ART

ART

Israeli Art from the Museum Collection

A Decade of the Haim Shiff Prize for FigurativeRealist Art

Permanent event at Tel Aviv Museum of Art in Tel Aviv

Permanent event at Tel Aviv Museum of Art in Tel Aviv
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